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Five years ago, the National Arts Journalism Program issued the first comprehensive
study of how the press covers the arts.

Reporting the Arts: News Coverage of Arts and Culture in America proved that
despite popular perceptions, local newpapers, national publications, network televi-
sion and the Associated Press were running a robust number of thought-provoking 
pieces on America’s vibrant and varied cultural scene. While the numbers seemed 
encouraging, the report also exposed battles being waged in editorial offices as 
editors and journalists tried to define the very nature of arts journalism.

Now NAJP is following up that landmark study with Reporting the Arts II. This new
publication examines the dramatic transformation of the arts and media landscape in
the wake of recent newspaper mergers, the September 11th attacks and declines in 
the U.S. economy. And besides revisiting and analyzing how the local and national
press attempt to strike a balance between high and popular arts and critical and 
celebrity journalism, RTAII also takes a first-time look at foreign arts reporting, the 
non-English and alternative press, as well as cultural news coverage on the radio and
the web. The study documents cutbacks in arts coverage in most American cities. At a
time when the arts are growing, arts journalism in most news outlets is flat or falling.

This is a vibrant yet precarious time for those who make and those who cover the arts.
With contributions by more than a dozen past fellow of the National Arts Journalism
Program, RTAII is sure to foster an informed, heated and well-reported discussion
about recent and future trends in arts coverage.
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The Charlotte Observer

The Portland Oregonian 

The Miami Herald

Rocky Mountain News

The Denver Post

Houston Chronicle

Chicago Tribune

Contra Costa Times 

The Cleveland Plain Dealer

The Providence Journal

The  Oakland Tribune 

San Francisco Chronicle

San Jose Mercury News

San Francisco Examiner

Chicago Sun-Times

The Philadelphia Inquirer

Philadelphia Daily News 

The New York Times

The Wall Street Journal

USA Today

OOtthheerr ttooppiiccss:: Arts coverage on

public radio, television and

online; how to get the general

public interested in avantgarde

art forms; the future of criti-

cism; artists as journalists;

how news organizations cover

cultural events that are

“below the radar”; coverage of

arts abroad; arts coverage in

Latino media; coverage of Asian

arts and culture; and essays by

noted critics about the history

of theatre, architecture and

pop music criticism, among

other topics.
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